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A Large-Scale Logictics Center to Launch Operations in 
Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, China 

    Targeting Japanese and other companies, the center will provide services 
for storing products and delivery within China and among the three 

countries     
 

 

(Suzhou Logistics Center, which launched operations in October) 

 

 
SENKO Co., Ltd. has opened "Suzhou Logistics Center" as a new operational site in Jiangsu 

Province. Located within the Suzhou Industrial Park in Suzhou City, the center just launched 
operations.  

"Suzhou Logistics Center" features a floor area of 35,600 m2 and is the company's largest logistics 
center in China. 

 
In China, where economic development continues to take place along the coastline, Senko has 

newly established a logistics center in Suzhou City that can offer a comprehensive service 
encompassing product storage and delivery within China and among the three countries. Senko seeks 
to provide a logistics site in the Jiangsu district, where many companies, especially the Japanese ones, 
continue to launch businesses.  

 
Suzhou City is located in the center of the Yangtze delta district. It is where the economic belt along 

the coastline and that along the Yangtze delta cross. The city is about an hour car ride from Shanghai. 
Moreover, it is near Changshu Port, Taicang Port, and Shanghai Port, offering great convenience. The 
highways also serve as a logistics network that connects the city to each city in China. 

 
The new center is leased by GL Properties, which is leasing part of its warehouses that it develops and 

manages in GLP Suzhou. The storage area is 23,668 m2 and the office area is 2,332 m2. Moreover, the 
truck berth, which accommodates 18 large vehicles simultaneously, enables loading and unloading in 
all climates, with large eaves that measure 280 meters in width and 33 meters in depth.  
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Customers who use this new center are Japanese companies that have launched businesses in the 

Suzhou district. These Japanese companies have opened new factories in Suzhou City this year. Our 
new center will offer warehousing services for storing products and loading and unloading them. 

 
Already, Senko has undertaken comprehensive logistics businesses that encompass logistics within 

the factory to delivery outside the factory for a Japanese chemicals manufacturer in Zhangjiagang, 
Changshu, and Nantong Cities. Moreover, a number of companies that trades with Japan also operate 
in the area.  

 
Going forward, Senko will reinforce its business foundations by grounding itself at the new center 

in Suzhou so that it could offer services for product storage, various logistics processing, and delivery 
within china. 

 
The Suzhou Branch of Shanghai Senko International Freight Co., Ltd. was established on August 15 

to operate the new center. 
 

The summary of the new center is as follows. 
 
 [Summary of the Facility]   

1. Name : Suzhou Logistics Center 
2. Location : Suzhou Industrial Park, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province 
3. Floor area : 35,600 m2 (10,788 tsubo) 
4. Warehouse area : 23,668 m2 (7,172 tsubo) 
5. Office area : 2,332 m2 (707 tsubo) 
6. Annex (vehicle birth) area : 9,600 m2 (2,909 tsubo) 
7. Start of operations : October 8, 2012 (after the the Anniversary of the Founding of the 

People's Republic of China) 
8. Leased from : SIP Factory Building Industrial Co., Ltd. 
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